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Abstract 
O n e  m a j o r  drawback of t he  LFSR-based BIST is its 

low faul t  coverage. T o  obtain the  complete faul t  cover- 
age, multiple seeds and multiple polynomials are usu- 
ally required. O n e  way  t o  f ind the seeds and polynomi- 
als f o r  t he  LFSR was utilizing the  Gauss-elimination 
procedure. In this  approach, t he  t e s t  pat terns  which 
are generated by LFSR are modeled as a se t  of multi-  
variable linear equations. It is created f r o m  a given 
deterministic t e s t  set. T h e  corresponding seed and 
polynomial are t h e n  obtained f r o m  the  solution of this 
equations set .  However,  given the  original determin- 
ist ic tes t  set  without don? cares, it were n o t  accept- 
able on t he  r a n d o m  pa t t e rn  resistant circuits. In this 
paper$, w e  allow the  t e s t  pat terns  t o  have don”t care 
values. With a n  intelligent heuristic of f u r ther  utiliz- 
ing the essential faults,  this approach becomes much 
m o r e  e f i c i en t  even  f o r  the  r a n d o m  pa t t e rn  resistan- 
t circuits. T h e  experimental results on t he  I S C A S - 8 5  
and $he ISCAS-89 benchmarks show tha t  a significan- 
t improvement  can  be obtained both o n  the  hardware 
overhead and the  t e s t  length. 

1 Introduction 

With ever increasing chip density, built-in self-test 
(BIS’I’) has become one of the preferred test methods. 
The linear feedback shift register (LFSR) based BISTs 
in generating pseudorandom pattern are very attrac- 
tive due to their low hardware costs [l]. But there ex- 
ist random pattern resistant circuits which cannot be 
detected within a reasonable amount of time [2]. Fur- 
thermore, to achieve complete fault coverage, it will 
usually lead to large hardware overhead. The test ap- 
plication time and the hardware overhead thus become 
the two critical problems for pseudorandom testing to 
achieve high fault coverage. 

To deal with these problems, weighted random 
which are based on the numerical opti- 

mization methods r1  31 31 or the pre-analysis of deterministic tests 
[2] are proposed. Another multiple seed LFSR for u- 
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niform random testing is illustrated in 141. It requires 
two separate clocks to achieve the reseeding operation. 
Hellebrand et al. [5] used a reseeding technique for 
multiple polynomial LFSRs in which the test vectors 
are encoded as the polynomial indexes and seeds. 

A novel application of the Gauss-elimination pro- 
cedure for the multiple seed and multiple polynomial 
LFSR was proposed in [9]. In this approach, the pseu- 
dorandom test patterns are modeled as a set of multi- 
variable equations. Selection of seeds and creation of 
the equations set are guided by a deterministic test set. 
The corresponding polynomial are then found from 
this equations set by the Gauss-elimination procedure. 
However, this approach was not very successful on ran- 
dom pattern resistant circuits. It is because that all 
known values (0 and 1) are required in the original 
deterministic test set. So only restricted deterministic 
tests could be included in an equations set, and then 
also limit the fault efficiency of the obtained LFSR. In 
this paper, we will introduce an improvement on the 
strategy of pattern match in [9] by including the don’t 
care values in the test patterns of the deterministic 
test set. More deterministic tests can thus be includ- 
ed in an equations set and the hardware overhead is 
far reduced. The experiments show that the memory 
overhead can be improved significantly by over 43% 
on average compared to  [9]. 

2 The PRPG Modeling 

The programmable multiple seed and multiple 
polynomial LFSR which was proposed in [9] is used in 
this paper. It is based on the general externalXOR 
LFSR model as shown in Figure 1. This architec- 
ture maintains the characteristics of the general LFSR 
model that each cell (framed by dash line) contains a 
shift register S as well as an XOR gate. Shift registers 
form the basis of LFSR and XOR gates are provided 
for each feedback links. For the programmable LFSR, 
additional AND gates and D flip-flops are used to set 
the multiple polynomials. The enable signal of each 
D flip-flop is connected to the instruction register and 
the setting operations are dynamically controlled by 
the test instructions. Each AND gate which passes 
the value of corresponding feedback is controlled by 
the content which is latched in the D flip-flop. In or- 
der to generate a random test cycle, an appropriate 
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Figure 1: The programmable LFSR model. 

seed-polynomial pair must be selected from memory 
and loaded into the LFSR. The selected polynomial is 
first shifted by the shift register and latched into the 
D flip-flop of each LFSR cell to establish the feedback 
links. The same shift operation is performed repeat- 
edly to load the new seed. The test vectors will then 
be generated in a pre-deterministic cycle. 

The hardware overhead of this approach consists of 
two parts. First part is the constant portion of ev- 
ery cell in the general LFSR model. It is proportional 
to the number of Primary Inputs (PIS) of the circuit 
under test, and is independent of the circuit as well 
as the test patterns. The other part is the size of the 
memory used for the storage of seeds and polynomials 
and is one of the key performance index for this ap- 
proach. In order to achieve a highly efficient testing, 
we must make the memory size as small as possible to 
reduce the hardware overhead. 

The test generation procedure for a general LFS- 
R model can be illustrated as following. Test vectors 
are generated by loading the LFSR with pre-selected 
seed as the initial state. Then the LFSR will gener- 
ate l pseudorandom patterns under the feedback link 
assignments by the selected polynomial. All bits ex- 
cept the most significant bit (MSB) of each test vector 
are shifted from the previous vector. The MSB is set 
by the XOR operations of the corresponding feedback 
bits of the previous vector. Under this model, we can 
represent the test vectors as a multi-variable linear e- 
quations set as following: 

v ; zo  + v ;a ,  + v;z2 + ... + v; - l zn- l= 210 1 

v:zo + v i a 1  + v:z2 + ... + v n - l a n - l =  vi 1 

Assume the LFSR is n bits width. Each test vector 
is represented by v ( i )  := ( 4 , ~ :  ..., u ; - ~ ) .  The vari- 
ables 20, ZI, ... an-l represent the corresponding feed- 
back links of each bit and form the polynomial vector 
p := ( p o , ? ~  ..., pn-l) in which V i  E (0, n - l ] , p i  = ai. 
The solution of the above variables is exactly the spec- 
ified feedback link assignments we want, the polyno- 
mial of LFSR. 

3 The Seed-Polynomial Generation 

The seed-polynomial generation algorithm pro- 
posed in this paper is basically based on that in [9]. 
A pattern is selected from a deterministic test set first 
to be the seed. Then the algorithm emulates the shift 

operation of LFSR and set the MSB to unknown tem- 
porarily. After each shift, the algorithm tries to  find 
a match pattern from the deterministic test set. If it 
is found, all unknowns could be decided. This pro- 
cedure is repeated until n patterns to be emulated. 
Then those patterns are modeled as a set of multi- 
variable linear equations set and solved by the Gauss- 
elimination procedure to find the polynomial. Howev- 
er, the algorithm in [9] is not efficient for the random 
pattern resistant circuits. Because it does not utilize 
the don’t cares in the deterministic test set. Therefore, 
a large number of shifts may result before two match 
patterns can be found. The generated pseudorandom 
pattern test set can only inherit limited benefit from 
the deterministic test set. In this paper, we will al- 
low don’t cares to exist in the test patterns of the de- 
terministic test set to  obtain a more efficient pattern 
match algorithm. 

In order to obtain a test efficient LFSR, we must 
find the appropriate seeds and the corresponding poly- 
nomials to generate a set of pseudorandom test pat- 
terns to  achieve the goal of complete fault coverage. 
Therefore, two problems should be considered. One 
is to get a highly efficient test pattern set with com- 
plete fault coverage (the pattern emulation). The oth- 
er one is to find the corresponding seeds and polyno- 
mials which can generate such a random pattern set 
(the seed-polynomial generation). 

3.1 Pattern Emulation 

In the following discussion, we will use ‘knozun’ val- 
ue to represent the deterministic boolean value 0 or 1, 
and ‘don’t care’ to represent the don’t care value. It 
should be noted that the u n k n o w n  (U) is different to  
the don’t care (x). An anknown means that the value 
of this bit is uncertain yet. It could be 0, 1, or don’t 
care. On the other hand, don’t care means the value 
is unrestricted. We do not mind whether it is a 0 or 
1. 

Since the pattern emulation procedure is based on 
the shift and match operations, the match condition 
should be defined before we discuss the procedure in 
detail. 

Definition 1 : 

bit  by  b i t  except the don’t care or unknown values. 
T w o  vectors are compatible i f they are identical 

For example, vector (uu1OxOx) and vector 
( 1 0 1 0 0 ~ ~ )  are compatible. 

Definition 2 : 
The match length of a vector is def ined  as the 

number of right-shij3 operations necessary to  make  it 
compatible to  the next  consecutive vector in the test  
set. 

For example, the match length of the vector 
(01001101) to vector (uuu01001) is 3. The benefit 
of including don’t cares is that the match condition 
becomes looser and the match pattern is then easier 
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to  find. In other words, more don’t cares appearing 
in the ATPG test set means a higher probability to 
find the match vectors. And more patterns in the de- 
terministic test set can be embedded into the random 
vectors. As a result, higher fault coverage could be 
obtained. One way to have more don’t cares in the 
original deterministic test set is to utilize the concept 
of essential faults. All the bits which are useless to the 
detection of essential faults can be reset to don’t care. 
The essential faults is defined as below: 

Defiinition 3 : 
Given  a fault  list F of a circuit undeT test  and a 

corresponding tes t  set  T ,  the essential faults of a 
p a t t e m  t in T are those faul ts  which can  be detected 
by t only and cannot be detected by  any other patterns 
in T .  

This heuristic has two major advantages. One is 
with respect to the pattern utility. The faults which 
can be detected by more than one pattern also have a 
higher probability being detected by random patterns. 
On the contrary, the essential faults can be treated as 
random pattern resistant faults. So the essential faults 
are detected by the embedded deterministic test pat- 
terns while the remaining faults can be detected by 
the emulated random vectors. The other one is with 
respect to the match efficiency. This approach signifi- 
cantly reduces the number of shifts to find a compati- 
ble pattern. It is because that don’t cares are allowed 
and therefore a compatible pattern is easier to find. 
Obviously, much more deterministic test patterns will 
also be embedded in a random pattern emulation cy- 
cle. 

The detail procedure of the pattern emulation is 
presented step by step in Figure 2. Two vector sets 
are used here. The set A represents the ATPG test set. 
The resulting pseudorandom vector set is represented 
by the set V. After selecting a vector with minimum 
match length from A as the initial state (seed) of the 
LFSR, we generate a new vector by a right shift and 
set its most significant bit to  ‘U’. Then we search 
an compatible vector from A as the next vector. If 
this vector is found, the matching is successful. We 
set all the ‘U’S in the emulated random vectors by it. 
It includes the setting of all the unknown values in 
vu6 as well as the propagation of the settings to  those 
unknown values in the previous random vectors in V .  
Otherwise, the matching fails and the shift as well 
as the search operation are then continued until the 
compatible vector is found. 

It is well known that n linear independent vec- 
tors are necessary and sufficient to span an unique 
n-dimensional linear space. Thus, we emulate at most 
n random vectors to  find the corresponding polynomi- 
al of LFSR. If the number of total random vectors in 
V does not exceed n, we continue the emulation cycle. 

After we got n random vectors and set all unknown- 
s, some don’t care values may still existed in them. 
Since the Gauss-elimination procedure can not be ap- 
plied on the don’t care values, further settings of those 
don’t care bits are required. Many different methods 
can be employed for this task. A simple weight-based 

Procedure pattern-emulation 

A := the ATPG test set all with known values 
V := the emulating test set 
Q~ := a pattern in the ATPG test set 

vk  __ .- a pattem in the emulating random pattern set 
(Q? is the ith bit of a k ,  Q; is the most significant bit) 

(vb is the ith bit of v k ,  v; is the most significant bit) 
v t 0; 
do 

select a pattern from A with the min. match length; 
v t  v f  Q”; 

A t A - a ” ;  
V o  t Q”; 

k t 0; 
while IV I 5 n 

k t k-j-1; 
generate a pattem vk by right-shift a bit from vk-’ 

if a pattem ay from A which is compatible to  vk is found 
and set MSB to  ‘U’; 

then set all ‘U’S of vk by  ay; 

endif 

endwhile 
set the remaining don’t cares by  bit-oBset; 

propagate the settings into V; 

v t  V j v k ;  

endwhile ! inconsistency-chk(v) 

Figure 2: The pattern emulation procedure with 
essential test set. 

method is adopted here. For each bit position, we cal- 
culate the number of ones and zeros for all the test 
patterns in the deterministic test set. Then we define 
a value called offset for each bit. It is the absolute val- 
ue of the difference between the number of 1s and the 
number of Os of each bit position for the deterministic 
test set. If the number of 1s (Os) is larger, 1 (0) domi- 
na tes  this bit. The 1 is chosen as the default dominate 
value when offset is 0. Following is an example. 

‘ 

x0xxxx1xx0 
xoxxxoxxxx 1’s count : 1112002101 
xOxlxxxxx0 0’s count : 0400120003 
llllOxllxl offset  : 1312122102 
xOxxxOxxxO dominate : 1011001110 

The bit with the largest offset should be set first. The 
setting value is also propagated into the entire random 
pattern set. This operation is conducted until all the 
don’t care values are set. 

After we get sufficient number of random vectors, 
the first phase of the Gauss-elimination procedure is 
performed to check the existence of a solution for this 
random pattern set. The inconsistency on the ran- 
dom pattern set means that no polynomial exists for 
the LFSR to generate the specified random pattern 
sequence. In such a case, we give up this seed as well 
as the associated random vector set. The emulation 
process is restarted all over again by using another 
seed. The pattern emulation procedure is completed 
successfully if the resulting random vector set passes 

, 
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the inconsistency check. Then the resulting vector set 
is returned to  the seed-polynomial generation proce- 
dure to find the corresponding polynomial. 

3.2 Seed-Polynomial Generation 

When the random vector emulation is complet- 
ed without the inconsistency, we get a linear multi- 
variable equation set from those pseudo-random vec- 
tors. The solution of this equation set will be the 
polynomial of LFSR and the first vector will be the 
seed. In this subsection, the entire procedure from 
ATPG test set to the complete fault coverage LFSR 
implementation will be discussed. 

Before we start the seed and polynomial generation 
procedure, a reset operation is first performed on the 
original deterministic test set to reduce the number of 
known values. It is called Essential Raising [8]. That 
is, we change the value of a bit in a deterministic test 
pattern from known value to don't care, if the essen- 
tial fault detectability of this pattern is maintained. 
Otherwise, the original known value is retained. This 
operation is also performed at the end of each pseu- 
dorandom pattern emulation cycle. The reason why 
we use this reset operation instead of regenerating a 
new test set as the deterministic test set is to better 
utilize the existing original one. Since the original test 
set may be provided by the IC vendor instead of being 
generated by ourselves. 

Procedure seed-polynomial generation 
A denotes the ATPG test set 
V denotes the random teat set 

Step1 : Vzpattern-emulation(); 
Step2 : p=Gauss-elimination(V); 

Step3 : Perform fault simulation to  determine the test length; 
Step4 : Drop the detected faults and the patterns with no con- 

Step5 : Essential raising for A;  

Step6 : Repeat step2 to step5 until the complete fault coverage 

trtbution to fault couerage; 

is achieved, 

After pattern emulation procedure returns the re- 
sultant random vector set which has no inconsistency 
stepl), the second phase of Gauss-elimination proce- a ure is now performed to solve the set of equations to 

obtain the polynomial (step2). Then a set of pseudo- 
random patterns, for example 5,000 vectors, are gener- 
ated. The number of patterns are called the simulation 
length. Fault simulation is then performed on the gen- 
erated pseudorandom patterns to find the minimum 
test length (step3), which is the number of pattern- 
s applied before the fault coverage starts to  increase 
very slowly. Next, we drop the detected faults from 
the fault list and remove the patterns which cannot 
detect any fault left in the fault list from A (step4). It 
should be noted that the detected faults are not only 
covered by the selected deterministic test patterns but 
also by the generated pseudorandom patterns. Finally, 
the essential raising operation is applied again to the 
deterministic test patterns to include more don't care 
values (step5). Using the obtained seed and polyno- 
mial, we can construct an LFSR to generate the same 

pseudorandom pattern sequence as V. Step 1 to 5 are 
repeated until the complete fault coverage is achieved 
(step6). 

4 Experimental Results 

We conducts entensive experiments on IS- 
CAS-85 and ISCAS-89 benchmarks. The original de- 
terministic test set for ISCAS-85 benchmarks used 
here is produced by PODEM algorithm [lo] and ad- 
ditional compaction is applied on it to further re- 
duce its test length [8]. The deterministic test set 
for ISCAS-89 benchmarks is provided by the COM- 
PACTEST [7]. For comparison, we also apply the al- 
gorithm of [9] to the ISCAS-89 benchmarks to demon- 
strate the improvements of our approach. Our exper- 
imental results are collected in Table 1 and some ad- 
vanced comparisons of these two approaches are listed 
in Table 2. For simplicity, we only list those circuits 
that are not very efficient in [9]. Table 1 lists the 
results of our new approach. For each circuit, the 
number of PIS and the corresponding number of tests 
in the deterministic test set are given first. Next col- 
umn shows the number of seed-polynomial pairs used. 
The data format of this column is p + I C .  p represents 
the number of seed-polynomial pairs required for the 
programmable LFSR, and k is the number of the rest 
deterministic test vectors which cannot be generated 
by LFSR. They are those patterns whose match length 
is larger than n. Thus, one LFSR (one seed plus one 
polynomial) is required to generate each of such pat- 
terns, and it is worthless obviously. All of them (seeds, 
polynomials, and rest vectors) should be stored in the 
memory. Therefore, the exact number of the vectors 
required to  be stored in memory becomes 2p+ I C .  Fol- 
lowing is the ratio of memory hardware between our 
approach and the ATPG. This value is obtained by 
dividing the number of vectors required by the seed- 
polynomial pairs (2p+ k) in column 2 by the number 
of ATPG test vectors in column 3. 

Memory overhead only considers the storage space 
for the test vectors. However, the physical hardware 
overhead for the programmable LFSR consists of not 
only the memory overhead but also the hardware for 
the LFSR itself. We use an approximate estimation 
to evaluate the number of gates required in the ROM 
implementation of ATPG and in [9]. We assume that 
it needs 4 gates for each memory cell. Under this 
assumption, the cost of each general programmable 
LFSR cell is 10 gates. There are 4 gates for each shift 
register cell S, 4 gates for each D flip-flop, one AND 
gate, and one XOR gate. A standard LFSR cell will 
cost 5 gates (4 gates for the shift register and one 
XOR gate). Therefore, the overall gate count of our 
approach can be evaluated as below: 

n x ( 4 x ( p + k ) + 5 ) ,  if p = l  { n x (4 x (2p+ I C )  + IO), otherwise 

where n denotes the number of PIS or the width of a 
pattern. It assumes that p + k seed-polynomial pairs 
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Circuit 

are required. When p = 1, one LFSR is sufficient. 
We can implement a standard LFSR (5 gates) and 
store the seed as well as the rest k vectors in memory 
(4 x ( p  + k)). Otherwise, we need a programmable 
LFSR (10 gates) plus the stored seeds, polynomials, 
and the rest vectors (4 x (2p+ k)). A similar formula 
n x 4 x m is used to compute the gate count for memory 
required by the ATPG approach, where m represents 
the number of patterns. 

Column 6 and 7 show the gate counts required for 
the ATPG test set and ours respectively. The ratio 
of the gate counts is obtained by the same way as the 
memory ratio and are presented in column 8. Follow- 
ing is the percentage improvement for ours against the 
ATPG one. The pseudorandom test length and the 
simulation length are in the last two columns. The 
ratio of the storage space are between 0.04 (~13207) 
to 0.34 (c2670 . The percentage improvement for the 

We make a comparison between these two cases in 
terms of the seed-polynomial pairs, the gate count, 
and the test length. The results are shown in Ta- 
ble 2. Column 2 to column 4 compare the number 
of required seeds and polynomials. It can be seen 
that at least 25% improvement and 43.54% improve- 
ments on average has been obtained. Also, we can 
get over 19% and 43.08% on average improvements in 
terms of the gate count as shown in column 7. The 
last three columns show the comparisons for the test 
length. Note that four of them show a negative im- 
provement. It is because we apply a larger simula- 
tion length to further reduce the hardware overhead. 
However, 27.19% improvement on average can be ob- 
tained. Figure 3 shows the hardware cost of c7552 
for different simulation lengths. The lines marked as 

gate count is 2 rom 60.23% to 95.15%. 

AT S-P Mem. Gate count GC % Test 
PIS PG pair ratio ATPG I Our ratio Imp. length Sim. 

'5k' and '10k' represent the case under the 5,000 and 
the case under 10,000 simulation length respectively. 
Several points with 3-tuple data shows the percentage 
hardware overhead, the test length, and the fault cov- 
erage respectively. It can be seen that although the 
complete fault coverage can be achieved by a short- 
er test length (21,426) under the case of the 5,000 
simulation len th. The corresponding hardware cost 
is higher (0.337. While the case of 10,000 simulation 
length achieves the same test performance by a longer 
test length 31,282) but lower hardware cost (0.26). 

ware cost depends on the requirements of the different 
applications. 

The trade-o I between the test length and the hard- 

".__ 

0.3 

0.25  

E 
E 

0.2  . 
0.15  

1OX 
5K c 

10.33 .21426.1 .0000P 

- 

( 0 . 2 6 . 3 1 2 8 2 . 1 . 0 0 0 0 ~  
? 

- 
* (0 .22 .21024.0 .9973 

(0 .19 .16960.0 .9954)  i 
- 

l 0 . 1 6 . 3 1 0 2 8 . 0 . 9 9 7 0 ~  

l O . l 4 . 2 9 7 4 2 , 0 . 9 9 4 9 ~ "  

10 11,29642,0 .9916$ 

~ 

Figure 3: The hardware cost of c7552 for different 
simulation lengths. 
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S-P pair Gate count 

K. : Known test set. 
E. : Essential test set. 
Imp. : Improvement. 

Test length 

5 Conclusions 

Circuit 

A pseudorandom test pattern generation method 
based on the Gauss-elimination procedure was illus- 
trated in [9]. The general programmable LFSR pro- 
vides a multiple seed and multiple polynomial struc- 
ture to perform the functions of both the deterministic 
test pattern embedding and the random pattern gen- 
eration. But the requirement of known values in the 
deterministic test set limits its performance for some 
circuits, especially for the random pattern resistant 
circuits. 

In this paper, the concept of the essential fault is 
utilized to introduce the don’t cares in the determin- 
istic test set. An intelligent heuristic is then proposed 
to obtain an efficient pattern emulation procedure and 
a seed-polynomial generation procedure. The exper- 
imental results show that a high performance testing 
has been achieved for all cases including the random 
pattern resistant ones. Over 60% improvement was 
obtained while compared with the ROM implementa- 
tion of the ATPG test set in terms of hardware over- 
head. Also over 43% improvement on average was 
obtained compare to that of [SI’S approach. 

The future work includes the optimization of the 
pattern emulation procedure to maximize the embed- 
ding of the ATPG test vectors in each emulation cycle. 
As shown in [6], employing appropriate ATPG test set 
or ATPG algorithm to generate the test set specifical- 
ly for the proposed BIST architecture can further im- 
prove the results. Obviously, this area deserves further 
studies. 

K. I E. 1 Imp. 1 K. I E. I Imp. I K. I E. 1 Imp. 
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